AY2018-2019 Semester 2 Seminar Series

The following seminars will be held at LR426 (SDE3 Level 4) during AY18/19 Semester 2 on Fridays at 6:00pm, unless indicated otherwise. All are welcomed.

Ms Maureen DeRooij  
18 January  
CEO, Asia-Pacific, ABN AMRO Bank  
Sustainable Finance—How can the Finance Sector Influence for Good

Prof Marian Chertow  
25 January  
Assoc Prof, Industrial Environmental Management, Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies  
Industrial Ecology and the Circular Economy: Closing the Loops

MEM Alumni  
1 February  
MEM Alumni Group  
Katowice Climate Package—Operationalizing the Paris Agreement

Dr Madhu Rao  
15 February  
Senior Regional Advisor, Wildlife Conservation Society  
Investing in Conserving Biodiversity to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and how the Illegal Wildlife Trade poses challenges for Sustainability.

Dr Winston Chow  
8 March  
Assistant Professor, Department of Geography, NUS  
Sometimes the facts are not enough: Communication of Climate Change Science and Impacts

Ms Elke Biechele  
29 March  
CEO, RisikoTek Pte Ltd  
Using Artificial Intelligence in Detecting Environmental Crime and it’s Billions of Dollar Proceeds

Ms Kaia Tan  
12 April  
Senior Consultant, Paia Consulting  
Sustainability Reporting

Occasional Seminars

Students are also welcomed to register for environmental-related seminars hosted by other Faculties/Departments/Research Institutes. A selection of these “Occasional Seminars” will be posted separately and does not count towards the 10 “mandatory” MEM seminar series for students.

ABOUT THE MEM PROGRAMME

The Master of Science (Environmental Management) (MEM) programme is a multi-disciplinary integrated programme offered jointly by nine faculties and schools in the National University of Singapore (NUS), demonstrating its broad-based approach to education in the field of the environment. It is hosted by the School of Design and Environment (SDE).

www.mem.nus.edu.sg